I. INTRODUCTION
Performance monitoring tools are commonly used to generate traffic and analyse the performance of the networks. There is little work in the literature to compare the performance of these tools. Such a comparison is important as various researchers use different tools to study the same system. But the question is: do these tools produce the same results? The main contribution of this paper is to compare the results of some of the most commonly used network evaluation tools and investigate the performance of TCP in a Windows environment. The tools investigated are Iperf [1] , Netperf [2] , D-ITG [3] , and IP-Traffic [4] . The paper also surveys features of these traffic generating tools.
One previous work in this area was done by Avallone et al.in [3] , the authors of D-ITG performance analysis tool. Avallone et al. carried out several experiments to compare their product with some other traffic generators: Mtools [5] , Rude & Crude [6] , MGEN [7] , Iperf [1] and UDP Generator [8] . The authors in [3] connected two Linux machine and monitored the bandwidth of the link using the UDP protocol. To the best of our knowledge, there is no work on comparison of the traffic generator tools on the commonly used TCP protocol in a Windows environment. In this study, the performance of TCP protocol in terms of bandwidth is compared for various traffic generation tools in a Windows platform. Two computers were connected via a 100 Mbps link and for various payload sizes, ranging from 128 Bytes to 1408 Bytes, the traffic on the link was measured using various tools mentioned above.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: performance monitoring tools used are discussed in Section 2. In section 3, experimental setup is discussed. Section 4 compares the features of the analysis tools.
Section 5 reports the experimental results and discusses. Conclusion is in Section 6 followed by the future work in Section 7 and then appendices and references.
II. PERFORMANCE MONITORING TOOLS
This section discusses the features of the four traffic generation tools.
A. Iperf
Iperf [1] can be used for evaluation of parameters such as bandwidth, delay, window size, and packet loss. It is used in evaluation of both TCP and UDP traffic. Although, Iperf is a command line performance tool, some developers have used Java to develop a GUI interface for Iperf, call Jperf [9] . This tool is able to run both on Linux and Windows platform with the same command options. Newest version of Iperf, version 1.7, is designed to work with both IPv4 and IPv6.
Iperf has been used by researchers in [10] to study the impact of security protocol on wireless LAN performance; and in [11] to measure the network efficiency of an IPv6 related network.
B. Netperf
Netperf [2] was developed by Hewlett-Packard. This benchmark tool can be used to measure the performance of many different types of networks and it provides tests for throughput, and end-to-end latency. Similar to Iperf, Netperf can be used for both TCP and UDP in either IPv4 or IPv6 networks. This tool can be used for operating systems such as: UNIX (all the major variants), Linux, and Windows. It has two separate executable files: one for server side and other for client side. Netperf has been used in [12] to analyse the TCP performance over the Ethernet LAN in a Windows operating system environment; in [13] to study the wireless security protocol over the mobile IP network; and in [14] [16] is also available. D-ITG has been used by several researchers to evaluate networks. For example, in a study of IP traffic over interactive data casting systems in [17] , voice performance on single radio multi hop IEEE 802.11b systems with chain topology in [18] , and in analysing the timing of TCP servers for surviving denial-of-service attacks [19] . [20] to study the impact of different wireless securities on the network performance by measuring TCP and UDP throughput with different security levels. Ezedin et al. [21] have used this tool to research the impact of encryption on the throughput of wireless LAN using IEEE 802.11g protocol.
D. IP Traffic

IP-Traffic
III. NETWORK
A. Network setup
The test network comprises of two computers connected using crossover cable using TCP/IP protocol (IPv4) and Windows network operating systems ( Figure 1 ). The computers come with Intel Pentium 4 with 3.0GHz CPU and 1GB of memory using Network Card Intel Pro/100 Adapter (100 Mbps). Hard drives were Seagate Barracuda 7200 series with 20 GB capacity. They are connected by a crossover cable to avoid any external influence factors such as router processing time. According to Killelea [22] , throughput (the amount of data transferred) depends on several conditions over the network like the processor limitations and the hardware designs. To eliminate the effect of these conditions, the research team benchmarked the hardware and similar setup was used for all the tests. Both Iperf and Netperf are not able to change the payload size by program command lines. Changing payload size was done by a third party tool, Dr.TCP [23] . With Dr.TCP payload size was changed in multiple of 128 Bytes (ranging from 128 Bytes to 1408 Bytes) on both of the two testing machines.
3) D-ITG
The defaults used in D-ITG are: default payload size is 512 Bytes; default protocol is UDP (not TCP); default packet rate is 1,000 packets per second, the default delay parameter is oneway-delay (not round trip time). Unlike, Netperf, in D-ITG the payload can be changed using the command line. Some of the settings in D-ITG were changed to meet the previous settings on Iperf and Netperf tools. The following table describes the parameters used. For each of the above tools (Iperf, Netperf, D-ITG) and for each data point in Figure 2 , 25 runs were done for each payload size. Throughput, packet loss, jitters and round trip time are common metrics used in all tools considered. Some of the tools can measure additional parameters, for examples: Netperf can measure CPU utilization; and D-ITG can measures one-waydelay.
4) IP Traffic
Unfortunately, not all tools support generating traffic with various probability distribution functions. D-ITG and IP-Traffic can support probability distribution functions for various packet sizes and packet inter-arrival times. Both of these can support distributions like Pareto, Exponential, Poisson and Gamma distributions. Iperf and Netperf do not support various traffic probability distributions.
Another important factor of a traffic generator is platforms supported. Most performance tools are designed to run on UNIX/Linux platform. Three of the tools evaluated in this paper (Iperf, Netperf and D-ITG) can work on both Windows and Linux platforms while IP-Traffic mainly works on Windows platform only.
Among the four evaluated tools, D-ITG and IP-Traffic support packet delay while Iperf and Netperf do not and no related information is provided in their manuals.
To record the results of the measurements for analysis purpose, a log file needed to be kept. Log file can be in a text file format which can be read by any text editor application or in other formats such as spreadsheet. Only D-ITG, Iperf and IPTraffic tool provide the log mechanism. Log file of D-ITG is a text file and log file can be stored on local machine (both sending traffic machine and receiving machine) or on another third machine (D-ITG call this machine a log server). IP-Traffic log file format is in CSV format which can be opened with Microsoft Excel or some others spreadsheet application. Iperf, like D-ITG, supplies a log system in a text file and stores locally on the machine running Iperf. Netperf does not provide any log file. In our experiments, we used a DOS function command to re-direct the Netperf results on screen to a text file for later analysis.
We found that three of tools are IPv6 compliant. Iperf and Netperf and IP-Traffic were tested and show it fully compatible with IPv6 in Windows environment.
To produce the data points, the experiments needed to run many times and the results averaged. For repetitive runs, we developed a batch file to repeat the commands for the command line tools (Iperf and Netperf). Both Iperf and Netperf work well with DOS batch file while D-ITG and IP-Traffic do not. In the experiments, we run D-ITG manually for all of the tests. IP-Traffic, a graphic user interface cannot be used in conjunction with a batch file, therefore IP-Traffic was run manually for all of the tests. However, we generally found that all the traffic generators involved in this paper were user friendly and easy to use; and all tools have useful online manuals that instruct the users how to use the software. Moreover, Iperf and Netperf have online community which include many global users. D-ITG and IP-Traffic, on the other hands, do not have an online community.
V. RESULT S
The tools were run with the same settings as discussed in section 3. Traffic was generated by tools for payload sizes in multiples of 128 Bytes (ranging from 128 Bytes to 1408 Bytes) and throughput was measured. For each payload, 25 runs were performed and the results averaged and variance of the results calculated (Appendix B). The comparison result for four different performance monitoring is in Figure 2 .
Fig2. TCP Throughput comparison in different tools
The comparison of results in Figure 2 indicates that throughput reduces while changing the software from Iperf For all performance tools considered, the throughput increases when changing the payload size form 128 Bytes to 384 Bytes after which it appears that increasing the payload size (from 384 to 1408 Bytes) does not have the same significant effect. Low throughput for small payload sizes is because in small packet sizes, the percentage of overhead to payload size is very high that causes bandwidth to be wasted. In addition small payload sizes will cause the ACK flood (and more delay) on network because TCP requires an ACK.
Increasing the payload size from 128 Bytes to 384 Bytes increases the throughput by 11.9 Mbps for IP-Traffic, 30. 
